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Pharmacy LED Solutions 

KLED Products

Pharmacy lighting systems which say “Our pharmacy has a brilliant range of consumer healthcare products that 
can satisfy your needs”

Our pharmacy lighting systems have been designed after working with some of the most discerning cosmetics and 
healthcare retailers worldwide. Our lighting products have transformed premium departments for over a decade. Our 
lighting designs have enhanced the shopping experience in the cosmetics departments and consumer products sales 
areas in a wide range of department stores and retail outlets including the Westfield shopping centre, the House of Fraser, 
Selfridges and Galeries Lafayette. We have worked with CHANEL and Hugo BOSS concessions and numerous other high 
end retailers. Our display lighting has improved merchandising and increased sales. Our specialist products have industry 
leading levels of CRI, colour consistency and longevity.

■  The KLED pharmacy product range is designed to reduce energy consumption by up to 75%
■  KLED pharmacy lighting reduces annual maintenance costs by up to 100%
■  A range of colour temperatures from warm inviting whites to natural daylight through to brilliant cool whites
■  KLED products dramatically reduce CO2 and heat emissions
■  KLED products come with three & five year manufacturer’s warranties. (subject to terms and conditions)

Our portfolio of pharmacy products comprises of the following:

■  Accent lighting with variable beam angles to focus attention and highlight value
■  Panel lighting for clean lines and a sharp appearance to improve the lighting ambience
■  Track and spot lighting for engineering flexibility and focus
■  Indirect linear lighting systems for cabinets and displays to promote healthcare brands effortlessly



Down Lights
■   Our range of KLED down lights and fittings are leading edge designs for retail and hospitality business managers.
■   KLED provides an exciting flexible way to brighten the purchasing environment and luxuriate accommodation.
■   The KLED products offer high quality fittings which can stand out as features or blend in to their surroundings.
■   Our products are engineered to incorporate the latest reflector designs and modular compatibility.
■   KLED’s down lighting finishes are created using the latest die casting, laser cutting and electroplating technologies.
■   Lighting managers can create diffuse or direct spot light for a range of lighting intensities.
■   KLED down lights are designed to create brilliant lighting environments for over 50,000 hours.
■   KLED down lights have unparalleled levels of heat, energy and maintenance efficiency.
■   KLED offer a range of Wattages and lumens’ efficiencies to suite the mood and complement your retail products.
■   Our down lights have 30 years of luminaire design and photometric performance behind them.
■   KLED’s versatile range of down lighting is designed to give retailers and hoteliers flexible lighting solutions.
■   KLED down light products come with three and five year manufacturer’s product warranties.
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K Panels
KLED’s panel range of products are manufactured under license by a major, listed OEM in China.

■   KLED panels are an energy saving upgrade to replace fluorescent tubes, offering energy savings of up to 75%.
■   Our LED panels have one of the highest lumen output efficiencies on the market.
■   KLED’s focus on power efficiency also means low heat emissions for cool spaces.
■   Our LED KPanels can improve the lighting ambiance of all types of public and commercial properties.
■   KLED’s powerful LED panels are powered by over 80W for the 600mm x 1,200mm model.
■   KPanels come in colour temperatures ranging from a beautifully warm 2,500k to a brilliantly cool 6,000k.
■   Our LED KPanels can reduce the lighting costs of all types of spaces from offices to hospitals.
■   KLED’s panel range of 10W to 80W is designed to drastically reduce maintenance and energy costs.
■   KPanels come in round flat designs as well as bevelled 600mm x 600mm and 600mm x 1,200mm sizes.
■   KLED’s panels are designed to last over 50,000 at the typical room temperature.
■   KLED’s panel range comes with three and five year manufacturer’s product warranties.
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K Panels

Features common to KLED™ K Panels
Presented in matt and polished aluminium finishes

Colour Temperatures  3000K, 4000K, 5000K, 6000K

Available in a circular, square and rectangular design 

Operating hours   >50,000 @ 25°C  L70

LED type SAMSUNG 5630

Voltage AC100-260V

Frequency   50Hz - 60Hz

Lumens quoted  + / - 10%

Operating temperature  -25c to 40c Ta

K Panel Circular 10W

K Panel Circular 15W

K Panel Circular 22W

KP01CO-10CA-R180 10W 

KP01CO-15CA-R240 15W 

KP01CO-15CA-R300 22W

Model No.Watts

75

75

75

Lumens
per Watt

CE, RoHS

CE, RoHS

CE, RoHS

Certification

Φ180

Φ240

 Φ300

Dimensions
(mm)

≥80

≥80

≥80

CRI

750

1125

1650

KPanel Square 15W

KPanel Rectangular 22W

KPanel Square 40W

KP01CO-15CA-0303 15W

KP01CO-22CA-0603 22W 

KP01CO-40CA-0606 40W 

85

85

85

CE, RoHS

CE, RoHS

CE, RoHS

295 x 295

595 x 295

595 x 595

≥80

≥80

≥80

1275

1870

3400

KPanel Rectangular 40W

KPanel Square 40W

KPanel Square  54W

KP01CO-40CA-1203 40W 

KP01CO-40CA-6262 40W  

KP01CO-54CA-0606 54W 

85

85

85

CE, RoHS

CE, RoHS

CE, RoHS

1195 x 295

620 x 620

595 x 595

≥80

≥80

≥80

3400

3400

4590

KPanel Rectangular 54W

KPanel Square 54W

KPanel Rectangular 84W

KP01CO-40CA-1203 54W

KP01CO-54CA-6262 54W 

KP01CO-84CA-1206 84W

85

85

85

CE, RoHS

CE, RoHS

CE, RoHS

1195 x 595

620 x 620

1195 x 595

≥80

≥80

≥80

4590

4590

7140

Lumens
Frosted

Description  
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